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INSTALL STONE WITH A
SIMPLIFIED MORTARLESS SYSTEM
COMPLETE WITH AIR CAVITY
The Eldorado Stone® CONNECT system offers the authenticity and
natural details of Eldorado Stone in a clip system for additional
installation and wall performance benefits. The CONNECT system
installs easily with screws and creates a 10mm air gap between stone
and wall. The air gap allows water and air to pass behind the stone,
creating a rainscreen for wet environments. The clip system also allows
for simple installation in colder climates where mortar can be difficult
to manage.
Daybreak Stacked Stone CONNECT

Beach Pebble LedgeCut33 CONNECT

BENEFITS

Quick & Easy Install

No Mortar, No Mess

Built-In Rainscreen

Install Year Round

HOW IT WORKS
The CONNECT system is an easy-to-use clip system that allows you to install specially designed Eldorado Stone® profiles
onto a wall without the use of mortar.
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A metal starter strip is screwed near the
bottom of the wall.
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Each stone has a groove that allows it to easily
sit on the metal starter strip.
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Fastening clips are placed in the top grooves of
the stone and screwed to the wall to secure the
stone’s placement.
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Additional rows are easily installed with the
placement of stones and fastening clips.

For full instructions, refer to the CONNECT system installation guide.

THE CONNECT SYSTEM

f l at pa n e l s

corners

Flat panels are available in different lengths and each
panel has a rich variation in colours.

Corners are available in different lengths to allow for a
staggered, natural look during installation.

hardware

accessories

A variety of hardware is available to complete your CONNECT
system installation. Available hardware includes black oxide
coated stainless steel fastening clips; stainless steel starter
strips; and 1” stainless steel #2 square-drive, pan-head selftapping screws.

Accessories are created by hand to meticulously emphasize unique
colour hues and detailed sculptural characteristics. Available
accessories include outlet boxes, light boxes, and wainscot sills.
Accessories are available in the following colors: Earth, Buckskin,
Charcoal, Smoke, White Cloud.

THE CONNECT SYSTEM PROFILES
The CONNECT system is available in two Eldorado Stone® profiles and ten different colours.

S tac k e d S to n e CO N N EC T
The classic elegance and intricate detail of small stones combined with the simplicity of a panel system create a carefully hand-laid drystack
appearance. Stones 4” high and in varying lengths of 8”, 12” and 20” make installation easy for expansive walls and column fascias alike.

Black River® Stacked Stone CONNECT

Chapel Hill® Stacked Stone CONNECT

Dark Rundle® Stacked Stone CONNECT

Daybreak Stacked Stone CONNECT

Nantucket Stacked Stone CONNECT

Silver Lining Stacked Stone CONNECT

LedgeCut33® CONNECT
The number 33 represents the 3” height and 3 different lengths of 12”, 18” and 24” of stone within the LedgeCut33 profile. Individual pieces
guarantee a natural and authentic appearance which is easy to handle, cut, and install.

Beach Pebble LedgeCut33 CONNECT

Whitecap™ LedgeCut33 CONNECT

Birch LedgeCut33 CONNECT

Ocean Floor LedgeCut33 CONNECT

About Boral North America
Boral North America, a division of Boral Limited, brings a diverse array of premium brands under one banner to
deliver next generation building materials for this generation’s needs. Boral’s innovative manufacturers and
passionate teams provide the highest quality architectural solutions and industry leadership in a variety of
categories, including stone, brick, roofing, siding and trim, and windows.
For more information visit BoralAmerica.com
About Boral Stone Division
The Boral Stone Division, within Boral North America, provides an extensive collection of sustainably
manufactured solutions to match any design style and budget. With six unique brands and a global footprint,
Boral Stone Division products enhance the aesthetic and tactile appeal of any project with the natural textures
and authentic color palettes of architectural stone veneer.
For more information visit BoralAmerica.com/Stone

A BORAL ® Brand

Because Eldorado Stone® replicates natural stone, variations should, and can be expected. Even though
colours in this brochure are as close to the actual stone as possible, photographic and printing techniques
— and actual viewing conditions — can alter perception of colour. It is recommended to obtain a sample of
Eldorado Stone before placing an order.
If you would like more information on prices, availability of stone, the name of your local distributor, or
answers to any questions not covered in this brochure, please contact us. We would be happy to assist you
with your stone building plans. Detailed installation instructions, warranty information, specifications,
technical information and test data is available upon request or can be found on our website.

800.925.1491 eldoradostone.com
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